
YARIS ZR IN VIVID YELLOW



YARIS ZR IN GRAPHITE

YARIS GX IN GLACIER WHITE



Through successive generations the city-friendly Yaris has proven itself  

a trusty hatchback. It continues to excel as a talented compact car  

with all the features a big car boasts. Now, with a fresh new design,  

an incredible level of specification across the range and a new, sporty  

ZR model featuring plenty of premium extras, the Yaris is set to surprise.  

We all need a little Yaris.

YARIS SX IN COOL SODA

YARIS ZR IN VIVID YELLOW

Petrol 1.5 Litre 
4 cylinder DOHC with VVT-i and 

Electronic Fuel Injection (EFI)

Petrol 1.3 Litre  
4 cylinder DOHC with VVT-i and 

Electronic Fuel Injection (EFI)

GX 5-speed manual transmission 
GX 4-speed Electronically Controlled 

Automatic Transmission (ECT) 

SX & ZR 4-speed  
Electronically Controlled  

Automatic Transmission (ECT)

Choose between a 1.3-litre four cylinder petrol engine in the GX,  

or a 1.5-litre four cylinder petrol engine in SX and ZR models. 

Every Yaris arrives with the proven reliability of Toyota’s fuel  

efficient petrol engines, which feature leading technology 

including Variable Valve Timing-intelligent (VVT-i) and Electronic 

Fuel Injection (EFI). In tandem these technologies provide plenty  

of power for wherever your day takes you.

And with impressive combined fuel economy of 5.7 litres/100km*  

for the five-speed manual GX or 6.3 litres/100km* for models  

featuring the automatic transmission (which is available in  

every grade), your travel costs won’t become a burden.

Choose your performance level

*Fuel consumption and CO2 emissions will vary depending on driving conditions/style, vehicle condition and options/accessories fitted. ADR 81/02 (combined).



Family first. Bringing the kids (or grandkids) along for  

the ride is always a joy. That’s why there are dual  

ISOFIX points, enabling the safest-possible  

securing of two child seats in the rear.

With 6 speakers, Yaris’ stereo is clear and precise. It’s also 

Bluetooth ready so you can listen to your favourite tunes or 

podcasts. Simple steering wheel controls allow you to accept 

calls and change the audio volume, radio station or track. 

Step into chic. The spacious interior impresses immediately with its quality of finish, classic ambience and refined colour scheme of 

elegant black. Adding touches of class in the cabin are textured fabric on the seat backs and leather-like grain on the instrument panel. 

In the ZR model, sports-type front seats and a black leather steering wheel with silver stitching take the refinement even further.

Fit more in. The designers of Yaris Hatch understand that some days you just have more stuff to take with you.  

Shopping, suitcases, baby strollers, sports equipment and gardening supplies. That’s why it’s got a boot  

that’s big enough to cope with the needs of modern living - not that you’d guess so from its sporty exterior.  

So, if you’re wondering whether you’ll be able to fit it all in, the answer is probably, yes.

YARIS ZR IN VIVID YELLOW

Features that make  
a difference

Exterior - a new premium look 

Since its global debut in 1999, the Yaris has retained detailing 

unique within the Toyota range - a compact five-door hatchback  

with a roomy passenger-friendly interior and cargo space  

that allows you to get on with your busy life.

And now the Yaris has never looked so good.

In addition to redesigned proportions,  

the sparkling exterior design features  

a refreshed front end incorporating  

Toyota’s signature styling.  

The chrome detailing and wide  

trapezoidal lower grille echo the  

look of the Yaris’ bigger siblings.

The Yaris ZR takes this restyle template  

even further, with 17” TRD alloy wheels,  

sports-style side skirts and rear roof spoiler,  

a black rear diffuser (matched with a chrome-tipped exhaust) and 

stylish green-tinted windscreen, side glass and rear privacy glass. 

Interior – more room, more features 

You can be sure that the Yaris’ good looks outside are  

complimented with quality materials, improved detailing and  

an impressive array of comfort and convenience features inside.

Yaris Hatch receives a rear view camera paired with Toyota’s  

6.1” touchscreen. Ensuring reversing manoeuvres can be  

completed safely and with confidence, the display features  

static guide lines arranged on the screen which allow the driver  

to better judge approach angles and distances when reversing.

Other convenience items making up an impressive list of  

features include Bluetooth hands-free connectivity for safely  

making and receiving phone calls, Bluetooth audio streaming  

and MP3 and USB integration (including album cover art display),  

as well as cruise control. SX and ZR grades also enjoy climate 

control air conditioning.

Additionally the Yaris ZR arrives with contoured sports-style front 

seats, a sports-style steering wheel and carbon-look trim accents  

to underline the performance flavour of this all new range-topper.

The ZR can also be optioned with a Satellite Navigation system 

incorporating Voice Recognition software and SUNA Traffic  

Avoidence System, providing real-time traffic data and  

alternative route information (traffic information available in  

some regions only).

Peerlessly practical and reliable, the Yaris is packed with  

convenience features and technology that will surprise. 

With three distinct grades to choose between, including 

the sporty and playful ZR which ups the fun factor,  

there’s a Yaris to suit everyone.



The practical GX is packed with the sort of convenience items and 

standard technology that will truly surprise. A comfortable cabin, 

with impressive features such as a reversing camera and Bluetooth 

hands-free capability give the GX specifications you’d usually  

expect from a larger vehicle.

Centre stage for the GX driver sits the stylish three ring combination 

meter, off-set with a Multi-Information Display (MID) providing 

essential vehicle data, such as average speed, current and average 

fuel consumption, available range, twin trip meters and odometer.

Yaris can accommodate any luggage or storage configuration.  

If your luggage demands, the 60/40 split-folding rear seats  

will allow a surprisingly large amount to be carried.

YARIS GX IN GLACIER WHITE

The 6.1” touchscreen provides access to the  

Yaris’ audio system. Every Yaris boasts Bluetooth  

audio streaming with MP3 and USB integration  

(including album cover art display).

Yaris arrives with a total of nine exterior colour choices. Along with your choice of manual  

or automatic transmission, it’s simple to secure the GX that’s perfect for you.

GX
1.3L PETROL

5-SPEED 
MANUAL 

TRANSMISSION 

FRONT WHEEL 
DRIVE

1.3L PETROL
4-SPEED 

AUTOMATIC 
TRANSMISSION 

FRONT WHEEL 
DRIVE



The SX builds on comprehensive specification with even more impressive features.  

You’ll find premium detailing inside the cabin including a genuine leather steering  

wheel and gear knob, offset with stylish silver stitching. For your comfort there’s also  

climate control air conditioning. Fog lights feature up front and stylish 15” alloy wheels  

are standard. The SX also sports a practical and efficient 1.5-litre four cylinder engine.

Passenger space and convenience features exceed the class 

standard many expect of a compact five-door hatchback.  

The interior has been optimised, giving all  

occupants plenty of room to move.

Yaris features wide opening doors for ease of entry  

and exit, power windows and drink bottle holders.

The contemporary instrument panel welcomes you  
on entry with new technology, silver painted accents  

and soft touch leather look materials.

The 4-speed ECT automatic transmission  

really makes driving in the city stress-free.

SX

The SX adds fog lights up front and attractive 12-spoke 15” alloy wheels, giving it  

a premium appearance outside. Inside the cabin, leather and chrome accents  

further the theme, offering something above the ordinary.

1.5L PETROL
4-SPEED 

AUTOMATIC 
TRANSMISSION 

FRONT WHEEL 
DRIVE

YARIS SX IN COOL SODA



Sports style detailing is everywhere inside the ZR’s cabin.  

A carbon-look instrument panel, ergonomically-designed sports-style seats  

and a genuine leather-wrapped steering wheel effortlessly extend the mood. 

 Using conveniently positioned handles 
60/40 split rear seating can be configured 

for whatever purpose you require, or 
whatever activity you’re heading for. 

Satellite Navigation with SUNA Traffic Avoidance System is an option 

for ZR owners. This state-of-the-art technology provides real-time 

traffic data and alternative route information in order to help avoid 

delays during the morning commute, or on that weekend trip out of 

town (traffic information available in some regions only).

YARIS ZR IN VIVID YELLOW

The range-topping ZR features unique 17” TRD (Toyota Racing Development) alloy wheels to really set 

it apart from the crowd. It even boasts its own colour palette, with exclusive eye-catching Vivid Yellow 

and Inferno as ZR-only options in addition to the seven colours available across the range. 

The Yaris ZR effortlessly underscores everything that is fun about a compact hatchback, 

with sports-style additions like side skirts, a rear roof spoiler and LED lights in the front  

and rear. Stylish privacy glass, an exclusive alloy design and sporty accents inside the  

cabin complete the package. There’s also the option of adding Satellite Navigation with 

voice recognition and SUNA Traffic Avoidance System which provide real-time traffic  

data and alternative route information in order to help the driver avoid delays.

ZR
1.5L PETROL

4-SPEED 
AUTOMATIC 

TRANSMISSION 

FRONT WHEEL 
DRIVE



The 5-Star ANCAP rated Yaris Hatch gives you peace of  

mind while you’re out and about getting on with your day.

There is a full complement of seven airbags onboard,  

including driver and passenger front, front side, front/rear 

curtain shield and driver’s knee protection.

All seats feature 3-point, Emergency Locking Retractor (ELR) 

seatbelts. Pre-tensioners and force limiters are available for 

front seats along with two ISOFIX child seat tether anchor 

points in each of the outside rear seat positions.

Standard safety equipment on all Yaris grades includes  

Vehicle Stability Control (VSC) and Traction Control (TRC). 

These systems work together to keep the car on a stable 

footing in tight corners or where road conditions become 

hazardous. 

If you need to stop in a hurry, Brake Assist (BA) and Electronic 

Brake-force Distribution (EBD) will help slow you safely. 

Every Yaris also features an emergency brake signal which 

automatically flashes the vehicle’s hazard lights under  

heavy braking, warning surrounding traffic.

The Yaris Hatch now features a rear view camera and 6.1”  

full colour monitor with static guidance lines, giving you 

peace of mind when reversing, ensuring you can quickly  

see children and other obstacles behind the car.

Yaris occupants are well protected with driver  
and passenger front, front side, front/rear  
curtain shield and driver’s knee airbags.

Well-located ISOFIX rear seating fixing points enable  
child seating to be more easily attached. 

Safety isn’t just a priority for the Yaris Hatch. The 5-Star ANCAP  
safety rating is testament to its renowned Toyota build quality.

Reversing woes are a thing of the past with the Yaris’ reversing 
camera with guidelines. Standard across all models, this feature 
greatly enhances your safety by helping you avoid pedestrians 

and obstacles when backing out of a tight spot. It’s also great to 
feel that extra confidence if you ever get nervous in car parks.

Vehicle Stability Control (VSC) and Traction Control (TRC) 
work in the background to add an extra margin of safety.

Electric Power Steering (EPS) is vehicle speed sensitive so low speed  
manoeuvers require minimal effort while at highway speeds less  
assistance is provided. The turning circle is a city friendly 9.4m.

Front seat pretensioners instantly tighten the seat belts  
at the time of a collision to help enhance occupant restraint performance.  

The force limiter function loosens the seat belts while maintaining  
the load to help mitigate the impact to the chest regions  

of the front seat occupants. 

Safer than ever



Only Toyota Genuine Accessories are designed and manufactured to the same high standard as original parts. 

They are engineered using manufacturer data to ensure that vehicle integrity is not compromised. This means 

the functionality of important precision systems such as airbags will not be impaired by their installation. 

Yaris exterior colours

Rear bumper protector
This rear door mounted, impact resistant plastic  
spoiler is contoured to follow the vehicle lines.  

May require painting to colour match your vehicle.

Carpet floor mats - ‘Yaris’ branded
Set of front and rear carpet mats with the driver’s mat  

secured by two retainers for safety.

Cargo liner
This all weather rubber cargo liner will keep your boot protected.  

It’s custom moulded to ensure a secure fit but can be  
removed and hosed off for easy cleaning.

Weathershields - visor
Lightly tinted acrylic weathershields for front doors only 

- sold separately.

Yaris interior trim

Silver  
Pearl 
METALLIC

1F7

Glacier  
White
040

Yaris GX ‘Sport Concept’ shown fitted with; headlight protectors ; bonnet protector – acrylic; side skirts; rear spoiler; towbar and wiring harness;  
17x7” Aftermarket Motegi MR119 (from DTM Wheels) and custom matte black vinyl graphic.

Graphite 
METALLIC

1G3

Ink
MICA 

209

Make Yaris your own

RECARO ProRide BLACK - NZ edition
The ProRIDE Car Seat is part of the world class ProSERIES  
of child safety seats by RECARO, the international leader  

in automobile, race car and child seat technology  
and a leading innovator in side impact protection.

Vivid Yellow
5B5 

EXCLUSIVE TO ZR

Cherry
3P0

Inferno 
METALLIC

4R8 

EXCLUSIVE TO ZR

Tidal 
Blue 
METALLIC

8T7 

Cool Soda
METALLIC  

8V7

SX
Dark grey instrument panel 
with leather-like grain 
texture and horizontal 
chrome strip. Black with 
dark grey square and 
stripe fabric seating 
material and genuine 
leather shift lever

ZR
Dark grey instrument panel 
with leather-like grain 
texture. Horizontal chrome 
strip and carbon-like film. 
High grade black with light 
grey stripe fabric material 
and genuine leather 
shift lever

GX
Dark grey instrument panel 
with leather-like grain 
texture. Black with dark 
grey square and stripe 
fabric seating material and 
urethane shift lever

Wheels - 15 inch Podium wheels
Distinctive 15” alloy wheel with a dark metallic-grey finish.



YARIS SPECIFICATIONS
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*Fuel consumption and CO2 emissions will vary depending on driving conditions/style, vehicle condition and options/accessories fitted. ADR 81/02 (combined). 
For more information on fuel consumption ratings and factors that affect fuel economy, please visit: toyota.co.nz/fuel-economy

Every endeavour has been made to ensure text details and specifications contained in this publication were accurate as at 18 September 2015. Toyota New Zealand Limited 
reserves the right at any time to introduce any changes deemed necessary to improve the models shown or for any other reason. Paint and upholstery colours shown in this 
brochure may differ from actual colours due to variations in printing processes. Some models shown in this brochure may have optional accessories fitted.  
For further information contact your nearest Authorised Toyota Dealer. They will be glad to assist. [Production effective April 2015]

2,000

September 
2015

SB357

For more detail please visit: toyota.co.nz        Because Toyota believes in going the extra mile we offer comprehensive support and a great range of products and services for our valued customers.

GENUINE PARTSACCESSORIESEXTRA CARE

   

Overall length 3905mm 3905mm 3930mm

Overall width / height 1695mm / 1510mm  

Wheelbase  2510mm  

Ground clearance  140mm  

Gross vehicle weight - Manual / Automatic 1470kg / 1490kg - / 1520kg - / 1520kg

Kerb weight - Minimum / maximum  990kg / 1035kg 1025kg / 1055kg 1025kg / 1055kg

Towing capacity - Braked / unbraked  900kg / 550kg  

Seating capacity  5  

Luggage capacity - Length / width / height (rear seats up)  710mm / 1257mm / 660mm  

Luggage capacity - To roof  347L  

 GX SX ZR

Engine description - Petrol engine, In-line, 4 cylinder, 16 valve, Double Overhead Cam (DOHC) with Variable Valve Timing-intelligent (VVT-i)  1.3 Litre 1.5 Litre 1.5 Litre

Maximum power  63kW @ 6000rpm 80kW @ 6000rpm 80kW @ 6000rpm

Maximum torque  121Nm @ 4400rpm 141Nm @ 4200rpm 141Nm @ 4200rpm

Fuel consumption - ADR 81/02 (combined). Fuel tank capacity 42L 5.7L/100km Manual 
 6.3L/100km Auto 

6.3L/100km Auto 6.3L/100km Auto

CO2 emissions. Exhaust emission standard  Euro 4 134g/km Manual 
 147g/km Auto 147g/km Auto 147g/km Auto

Transmission - 5-speed manual •  

Transmission - 4-speed Electronically Controlled automatic Transmission (ECT) with lock-up torque converter • • •

Brakes - Front - Power-assisted ventilated disc. Rear - Power-assisted drum • • •

Anti-lock Braking System (ABS), Brake Assist (BA) and Electronic Brake-force Distribution (EBD) • • •

Suspension - Front: MacPherson struts with stabiliser bar; Rear: Torsion beam • • •

Steering - Electric power steering. Turning circle 9.4m (tyre). 2.69 turns lock to lock • • •

Wheels - Design and size 8-spoke 15” steel  12-spoke flower Dual 5-spoke two 
 wheels with full size  petal design tone TRD 17” 
 wheel cap  15” alloy wheels  alloy wheels

Spare wheel - Temporary • • •

Front design - ‘X-shape’ design body coloured front bumper. Upper grille with chrome trim. Lower grille with black mesh • • •

Side design - Body coloured door handles and wing mirrors with electric adjustment • • Sports style side skirts

Rear design - Body coloured bumper, chrome boot garnish. High stop light • • Sports style spoiler  
   and bumper

Headlights - Halogen • • 

Headlights - LED low beam and halogen high beam with automatic levelling   •

Tailights - Rear combinations lamps and an LED high stop light Bulb and LED type Bulb and LED type Sports style LED  
   tail lamps

Fog lights  • •

Exhaust pipe - Single • • With diffuser

Glass - Green-tinted windshield and side glass • • Privacy rear glass

Windscreen wiper - Variable intermittent and mist functions • • •
   

Interior trims - Dark grey instrument panel with leather-like grain texture. Black with dark grey square and stripe fabric seating material  
and urethane shift lever 

•
  

Interior trims - Dark grey instrument panel with leather-like grain texture and horizontal chrome strip. Black with dark grey square and  
stripe fabric seating material and genuine leather shift lever  • 

Interior trims - Dark grey instrument panel with leather-like grain texture. Horizontal chrome strip and carbon-like film. High grade black  
with light grey stripe fabric material and genuine leather shift lever   

•

Front seats - Drivers and passenger slide, recline and driver’s vertical height adjustment functions with whiplash injury lessening design • • Sports style seats

Rear seats - Bench seat with 60/40 split fold. Vertically adjustable headrests • • •

Air conditioning with pollen filter • LCD screen with climate control

Cruise control • • •

Power windows - All doors with drivers one-touch auto up/down and anti-jam safety function • • •

Illuminated entry system with ignition, map and room lights • • •

Steering wheel - 3-spoke with audio and Bluetooth controls. Tilt and telescopic steering wheel Soft-feel urethane Genuine leather Genuine leather 
  with silver stitching with silver stitching 
   and dimples

Luggage area - Removable carpet moulded deck board and package tray • • •

Storage - Centre console box with three small article pockets. Upper glove box with lid and removable partition. Lower glovebox with lid.  
Front passenger open tray with partition. Seatback pockets. 500ml bottle holders in both front doors. 4 cup holders 

• • •

   

Combination meter - Three ring style with a speedometer, shift indicator (automatic transmission only) and Multi-information Display (MID) • • •

Multi-information Display (MID) - Digital clock, odometer, twin trip meters, outside temperature, current and average fuel consumption,  
average speed and driving range. Eco indicator (automatic transmission only) 

• • •

Audio - 6.1” touchscreen audio with AM/FM radio, CD player, audio input jack, USB port, Bluetooth handsfree phone capability and  
audio streaming. 6 speakers 

• • •

Option: Satellite Navigation system with SUNA Traffic Avoidance System (traffic information available in some areas only); voice recognition   •
   

5-Star ANCAP safety rating • • • 

Airbags - Driver and passenger front, front side, front and rear curtain shield and driver’s knee • • •

Child seat fixing points, 3x tether anchors and 2x ISO fixings. Child proof rear door locks • • •

Vehicle Stability Control (VSC) and Traction Control (TRC) • • •

Engine immobiliser • • •

Front seatbelts - 3-point ELR with pre-tensioners, force limiters and seatbelt warning light • • •

Rear Seatbelts - 3 x 3-point ELR • • •

Reversing camera (display within the audio screen) with static guidelines • • •


